
Gentile’s Taxonomy & Fouettes 

Recently dance has gained recognition as a sport, demanding more organization, research, and 
fostering a growing relationship with the field of science (Lukic, Gerdijan, Bijelic, Zagorc, & 
Radisavljevic, 2012). Furthermore, dance training is based on the growth and perfection of motor 
skills (Lukic et al., 2012). A dancer’s overall skill directly correlates to their motor control 
capacity. By looking at dance moves through Gentile’s taxonomy, a teacher can provide a more 
approachable exercise prescription through the development of different motor skills to achieve 
the wanted skill. 

Fouette turns are a staple in most competitive level dance groups. A team must turn with proper 
technique and impeccable synchronization to each other and the music with the ability to 
perform in different venues. For a single dancer performing this skill, as classified with Gentile’s 
Taxonomy it is considered an open skill with intertrial variability. This skill is also categorized 
as a gross and serial skill with in-motion regulatory conditions and body stability.  

While working with a dancer to help improve this skill I would have them practice three separate 
exercises, working individual movements, before practicing the skill in the usual environment. In 
order to achieve an open skill, a mover must first practice a relatable closed skill (Adams, 1999).  

The first exercise would be at a barre (for support) practicing the working leg pattern from front 
to side moving along the transverse plane. This specific exercise is less complex than the fouettes 
because it is a closed motor skill with no intertrial variability, while still being considered gross 
and serial with body stability. The regulatory conditions have also changed to stationary. It is 
important to note that object manipulation comes into play while using the barre. Object 
manipulation, according to the taxonomy, increases the skills complexity because of the 
performer having to complete two tasks at once (Adams, 1999). However, adding the barre helps 
support the dancer helping to make the skill easier to practice.  

The second exercise would be facing the barre practicing the supporting leg pattern of plié to 
releve while the other leg is elevated off the floor. The dancer may choose their own tempo and 
begin and end as they please. Similar to the exercise before, this exercise is classified the same 
way. Hopefully, this exercise would increase strength and stamina of the supporting leg.  

Once exercise one and two are mastered, it would be recommended to put both together at the 
bar, accomplishing a more complex skill, before going to exercise three. 

The last exercise would be performing the fouettes in a solo session to different tempos of music. 
This exercise would keep the skill closed, but allow the intertrial variability to come back into 
play as the dancer must adhere to each new tempo and adapt accordingly; however, it will still 
not have in-motion regulatory conditions, as the dancer would be practicing alone. Once this 
exercise is mastered, there is no doubt the dancer would be able to fouette in sync with their 
fellow dancers in different performance venues. 



In my exercise prescription, I wanted to strip away the complexity of the skill and what I thought 
made this skill difficult. Gentile’s taxonomy helps create a skill regiment that gradually increases 
in skill level, like gradual progress from closed to open (Adams, 1999). I think it benefits the 
dancer greatly to practice the movements separately in a more controlled environment. It 
provides a more accessible approach for the dancer and a greater success rate to achieving the 
more complex skill. Gentile’s taxonomy creates a resourceful ladder to climb to achieve a more 
complicated skill and a way to help teachers think more systematically about movement (Adams, 
1999). 
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